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The role of domestic learned publications is **SIGNIFICANT** in Finnish civil society.
The words matter

Learned publications are peer reviewed.

Academic ones are not.
Learned journals & serials
There are 337 learned journals & serials.
(juuli.fi; Publication forum)
Learned journals

The amount of learned journals is 100.
(juuli.fi)
New research articles

Peer reviewed articles in 2015

2573

(juuli.fi)
Learned book publishers

The amount of learned book publishers

(Publication forum; juuli.fi)
New learned book titles

Peer reviewed books in 2015: 193

(juuli.fi)
So what?

There are products. There must be a market for them, too.
They are used!

2811342

Number of loans, research libraries in Finland 2015.

(Research library statistics)
Really used!

Downloads, research libraries in Finland 2015.
(Research library statistics)

19966797
Used by whom?

Researchers, politicians, administrative staff, teachers, journalist, ... any of us.

We all
So: the role of domestic learned publications is **SIGNIFICANT** in Finnish civil society.
THANK YOU!
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